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Abstract: The inland temperate rainforest of British Columbia is located along the 
western slopes of the interior mountains from about 50° 30’ to 54° N latitude. It is subject 
to a combination of continental and oceanic influences, resulting in a climate that is 
unique in the world, and favoring the development of lush rainforest communities that 
incorporate both coastal and boreal elements.  Although the coastal rainforest has long 
been a focus of scientific investigation and environmental concern, its inland counterpart 
is less well known.  This book brings together information from a wide range of sources 
about the ecology and human use of this distinctive ecosystem.  Because of the humid 
climate, large forest fires are uncommon.  The natural landscape is dominated by old 
forests of western redcedar and western hemlock, and the organisms that are associated 
with these structurally-complex stands.  As productivity and biomass are high, the inland 
rainforest has a role in global carbon dynamics that is disproportionate to its area.  
Historically, provincial government policy encouraged the forest industry to clearcut the 
“decadent” old stands and replace them with rapidly-growing young trees, usually hybrid 
spruce or lodgepole pine.  More recently, out of concern for the ecological consequences 
of such practices, researchers have begun to examine alternative management strategies 
at both the stand level and the landscape level.  One possible approach is to manage small 
areas intensively, leaving substantial areas with little human disturbance.  Another is to 
manage larger areas with lower-impact practices that leave much of the natural forest 
structure intact.  The book offers a vision that combines these strategies in a way intended 
to balance the conservation of the inland rainforest as a fully functioning ecosystem with 
human use of its diverse resources.  
 
Project scope and applicability: The project deliverable is the submission manuscript 
for a major publication that brings together the current state of knowledge about British 
Columbia’s inland rainforest, describes management options, and identifies their likely 
consequences. We use the term “inland rainforest” or “wet ICH” to refer to the wet and 
very wet subzones of the Interior Cedar-Hemlock Zone (ICH) along the western slopes of 
the Columbia and Rocky Mountains. The unique attributes of this ecosystem and the 
importance of using the best possible scientific information to inform management of old 
cedar-hemlock stands has been recognized by the former Chief Forester (B.C. Min. For. 
2002) and the Forest Practices Board (Forest Practices Board 2001). The conservation 
significance of the inland rainforest is increasing recognized in the scientific literature. 
However, much of the emerging literature on the natural disturbance regime, ecology, 
and silviculture of the wet ICH is fragmented and dispersed, and other valuable 
information (e.g., internal MoF landbase data) is unpublished or otherwise 
unconsolidated and difficult to access.  
  Currently, forest harvesting in the interior of British Columbia is largely focused 
on mountain pine beetle (MPB) -attacked stands, and the level of harvest activity in much 



of the wet ICH is relatively low. Once the MPB has run its course, there will be a renewal 
of harvesting pressure on regional non-pine forest types, including the wet ICH. We feel 
that the timing of this publication will be ideal, as it will be completed and available to 
inform forest policy and practices in the wet ICH when the forest industry and forestry-
dependent communities complete pine salvage programs and examine the options for 
future timber supply in other areas of the timber harvesting landbase. 
 
Project Status:  The draft manuscript on “The Ecology, Conservation and Management 
of British Columbia’s Inland Rainforest” is a co-authored publication by Susan 
Stevenson (editor and coordinating author), Harold Armleder, André Arsenault, 
Darwyn Coxson, Craig DeLong, and Michael Jull with contributing authors Art Fredeen, 
Susan Hall, Brian Heise, Pat Laing, Zoë Lindo, Paul Sanborn, and John Shultis.  This 
project was begun in 2003/04 with FII funding, and furthered in 2004/05 with a one-year 
funding contribution from the BCMoF Northern Interior Forest Region and in 2008/2009 
with a one-year funding contribution from the BCMoF Southern Interior Forest Region. 
The manuscript for the above proposed book is currently under review by the Editorial 
Board at UBC Press (March 31, 2009). 
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